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I Abstract

* He discuss the femionic description of bosonic string

5 theory, which turns out to be a Thirring model. The relation of

j continuous spin to compact!fication is discussed, and regular

* solutions with finitely many fields can be found if the . spin

| is a rational number. The relation between W.Z.W. theory and

* SD(n) Thirring model is also treated.



Introduction

The main ingredient in the modern description of string

theory implying its relevance to the unification of ail inter-

actions is reparametrization invariance^1'. In two dimen-

sional space time it is described by the conformai group,

which in this case is infinite dimensional, the generators

being the Laurent coefficients of the' expansion of the en*

ergy momentum components - for further details see ref.[2J.

The description of strings in terms of fermions by

means of bosonization tecniques has been recently discus-

sed'3'* As a result, different formulations of the Thirring

models arose, some of them presenting twisted boundary con-

ditions. We shall discuss these results in terms of confor-

mai field theory. He also draw attention to the relation

between the conformai invariant SU(n) Thirring model »o-

lutionl*) and the chiral tfess-Zumino results of ref.[5).

In section 2 of the paper we set the problem in

the abelian case,and write down the relevant bosonization for*

mulae. The role of spin is discussed, as well as compact-

ifications constraints.

In section 3 the SU(n) Thirring model and

W. Z.W.theory are studied together with their solutions, which

can be written pairwise. At the end of the section we treat

the case of bound states, which are relevant to impose

compactification constraints (equivalent to G.S.O projec-

tion) . Section 4 closes the paper with conclusions, and an
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out look c£ further id«*a.
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2. Abelian fermionisation

We consider a bosonic string propagating on a torus

I , often comparing with th« simple cas« d"l, namely

th« circle s 1. We do not take into account flat space com-

ponents, which in this discution resuiin as passive bystand-

ers. Zt is convenient to treat the tori as Riemann surfaces

described by complex coordinates * and % , which are

related to the usual euclidean string variables 9 and *

by

1 * «

The action is the usual quadratic one, supplemented

by a Wess-Zumino term which we rewrite as an antisymmetric

tensor field (torsion) and reads

where a»l,...,d and B a b is the antisymmetric tensor

field.

we discuss later on the existence or not of a con-

formally invariant theory in qeneral manifolds.

In the following,conformal invariance in the quan-

tum theory is taken for granted m% a result of the antisym-

metric field interactioni6J'[7J• Therefore left and right

movers split. They are functions of • and 1 respectively.
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Ne have the following node expansion

X* and X * fields

and

The field X < 1 , I ) is the sum of right and left

mover fields . We may also define the difference field

* X<«- Xi\) (2.3)

In a compactified space, there is a symmetry

2tiK, where R is the radius of the compactified

space. As discussed in 13]f X has a corresponding sym-

metry, which nevertheless reads differently

x * V
since in the first case ( X -• X • 2ítí "R. ) we have a mode

expansion

(2.s)
and the momentum f% has eigenvalue m^ . On the other
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hand the Momentum conjugate to X it r, , which has eigen-

value 2R/L, therefore \ is quantized in unities of 2R,

and X# lies on a circle of radius VSR.

The following commutation relations are a conse-

quence of the Oirac brackett quantization of the zero

Ol J • -i (2,6a)

we have also the usual commutation relations for the

creation and annihilation operatorsi

(2.7)

Contraction of the string field is given by

( I ) stands for A,( 1 ).

This is also the first term in a Wilson expansion

for the product of two X fields, which we write as

In the above formulae we have assumed a symmetry
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group UU> d # U(l)d. The non abe U an generalization will

generate a Kac-Noody algebra. For the tine being we discuss

further the abelian case.

We define the currents for the string model as

J\*)
a»

<2.9a>

(2.9b)

They have the following Wilson expansion

T*U> J I*) (2.10)

This correspondst in the usual Minkowski formulation

to a current

(2.11)

where x+ is the Minkowski left moving coordena te (x+ •? + 9\)

The commutator of the currents above defined reads;

* (2.12)

Further Wilson expansions can be easily obtained and read
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Th» energy Momentum tensor i s of the Suga war a

form i

(2.14a)

Th« following expansions hold for the products in-

volving the energy-momentum tensor»

Til) 3 mo , J « ) (2.15a)

(2.15b)

d _ +
 rni>»rP(?j) (2.15O

2 (*-•*/ C*-^) 1

The above relations permit to obtain the virasoro

algebra

J2

where L^. - <IUi 4

Expanding in Equation (2.12a) Ja( 1 ) around w,on«
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obtains

(2.17)

which tells us that Ja has canonical dimension, being con-

served in the quantum theory.

It is a possible to define creation and annihilation

operators for the current mode expansion, obtaining bosonic

string spectrum on a torus, just calculating

Bosonization techniques are a very efect.ive mean to

simplify field expressions relating ferraionic composite op-

erators to bosonic fundamental fields and vice-versa. A pos-

sible starting point for the bosonization procedure is the

observation that, given the Fourier representation for the

massless fermionic field:

J .fa1 I J

where Utlfc)* I ̂ ^ M and

one can compute the conserved current

(2.19)

obtaining its Fourier decomposition

r

cU
2 It

:.20a)
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where

(2.20b)

obeys canonical commutation relations, implying that

is the derivative of a free massless scalar field.

3LJt») Í2.21)

The above result has far reaching consequences for

the solution of the Thirring model, defined by lagrangian

density

whose formal equations of motion are

where J^. f T íy. r is the current, which satisfies two con-

servation laws:

(2.24a)

C C^ ^-w *o (2.24b)

Therefore, we can write, in; two dimensions
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<-- 2 5>

Considering now the following field

X W • «f { -^ 7w J (2.26)

one readily verifies that

{2 27)

and also

w * Xt*) Op )({*) (2.28)

therefore J(x) is a two dimensional free roassle3S field.

The quantum operator T ixi can be defined as

I ̂  J
.29)

As a matter of fact the whole theory can be rewrit-

cea in terms of a massless bosor •'c field. In order to un-

derstand what happens, consider exponentials of free mas-

sless fields in two dimensions

- exp i ̂ V+P'4 1 i e*.pt V*? + P? 1 U.30)
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where ó^ j

Notice that X > ' - *•«>• ̂ ) an* i/^. , ̂ ;. „•<*-)
Therefore we rewritte the above fermion field as

r-t«j = : e ; (2.31)

where [X^*>, JC*J»] • ̂- ̂ (*'i) (2.28b)

Predicts of the exponential fields generate local

functions of #<»O or ^1*0 , we have

joing the creation operators on the left<resp. annihilation

to the right) we have

V.

Now we expand he first two exponentials to get:

(2.34)

Thus we define

* N H'k'ta) - -SS_3+XiO (2.35)
It
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He have also

(2.36)

In the Euclidean space we have the usual substitu-

tion e —•> 2 «nd € — — í

The solution of the Thirring model is written as

follows:

'CM (2.37)

where (3*

equations hold:

I n t e r m s o f these fields, the following

(2.38a)

(2.38b)

Using the euclidean variables 2 and i we have:

(2.39a)

(2.39b)

We obtain now the energy momentum tensor;
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^^(r^^K^H.io U^ .*J 'JU_ <2-40>

The right moving component

T V ) , rT*° "*" T" * 2 ^ (2.41)z

is given by

while the left movii q component T ( * > W -I"0 ̂ M£ !£~

) ^ (2.43)

Due to the indentities 2.35 and 2.36,

(2.44a)

: J . t*) : (2.44b)

In the euclidean formulation

T«) . zie : Ju) : (2 45a»
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Comparing with the bosonic case we see a complete

isomorphism between the currents and the energy momentum

tensors of the corresponding theories'12'. Therefore we get

the Virasoro algebra. Ne identify the above bosonic field

for the Thirring model, namely % ( x+) and % ( x- ) with

the corresponding left moving bosonic fields.

The short distance expansions in the Thirring model

are

( 2- 4 6 b )

For a spin - -3— field in the Thirring model we have:

4 A (2.47)

and in order that r be a solution of the Thirring model

we mast have

ft ̂/ <2.48)

We conclude that T above, in terms of the string

field, is a two-parameter family of solutions to the Thir-

ring model. Ne have to consider shifts in the string vari-

ables.
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X L + X. (2.49a)

X u - XR (2.49b)

, ffi* (*•/!)
Under shirt» X -# X + SvH , we have \-»TL € /

V e and under X - X + t # ^ ^ e * (2.50)

Well defined operators are normal products of r» , in-

variant under the above transformation.

These contraints can be traced back to the require-

ment of modular invariance of the theory. We must require

(2.51a)

F. &JL m 2-m. (2.51b)

where F is the number of fermionic operators required to

obtain modular invariance. Solving the above two equations

one gets

Therefore, besides half-integer spins, modular invariance
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is also compatible with fields obeying para-statistics, as

long as the spin a rational number

5 • -4" • 2ai_ (2.53)

In ref.(3] it has been considered the case of an

infinite product of fundamental fields* in which case ir-

rational fields would also be allowed.

Consider as an example the free field case g » 0 ,

Then

4
(2.54a)

<2.54b)

under X -• X • Zt H and

(2.55a)

for X — X • ^/K (2.55b)

If "RÍV « -n* (from the first case)then \^ twist

by a 3JL r ̂ ZL. root of the unity(remember that consis-

tency requires to be rational).
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3. The non abelian case

In general, the action of a <T -model with a Wess-

Zumino-witten term describing the compactification of the

string variables is invariant under a non-abelian group,ra-

ther then U{1)° , due to the solitons wrapping around the

tori I*). It is by now well known that the non abelian fer-

raion\c determinent can be written in terms of a chiral mo-

del action plus a Weas-Zumino-Witten ternJ6''I13', which is

the root of the non abelian bosonization procedure, genera-

lizing previous formulae to

and

(3.1c)

These formulae may be obtained by various methods.

A typical conformally invariant model was discussed some

year ago in ra£.(4], it is the SU(n) invariant Thirring

model described by the lagrangean density.



where I t*t fcbl - i i*00 C ° .

C« ^ ^V Í3.3.)

V * ^ Í3.3b)

whose field equations are

The symmetries of the theory are given by the con-

servation of the current W**. (charge conservation) , 4*,

<pseudo charge conservation) and £ ÍSU{n) transforma-

tions) . The current 4LS is not conserved but obeys

(3-5)

The most important result we can use from ref s. (4,14] is

the fact that for a particular value of the coupling con-

stant g, given by

where *ty is the Casimir of the group 1 n for SU(n) which

is the only case to be discussed) and K is the coefficient

of the central term of the Kac-Moody algebra. Conformai in-

variant solutions for the quantum equations of motion may

be found. The fundamental point lies on the fact that the
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theory can be written in terms of currents.

The relevant commutators are'*)i

I J* ] . -(et ãjf (3.7b)

and

,7c)

which implies a Kac-Moody type algebra for the currents.

This is a Kac-Moody algebra of the level k,*2ff Cj ; a, ã

and Co are constants to be determined in terms of the spin

and anomalous dimension of the theory.

The energy momentum tensor is of the Sugawara type:

2X

implying a Virasoro-Kac-Moody algebra.

tU U ]. + i-M^-ijaL <3-9a>
12

<3.9b|
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where the coefficient c is given by

and D is the dimensionality of the group.

The full solution for the 2 and 4 point functions

are known. We list them for later comparison with other re-

sults.

and

where

X.- frfr^^OfrCfrfrJ+g] (3.12a)

(3.10)

1.11)

(3.12b)

and s is the spin and d the anomalous dimension.
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He can go to the Euclidean space , where we use the

following notation(to compare with ref.[5] thin is not the

same as previously, therefore we use now greek letters \

and t f^r complex variable):

The solution is then:

(3.13)

In ref.[4] only the case K«l was discussed. The

general case (Ki*l) may present non regular solutions and

has been discussed recently*1 '. For òm+i , H's are anti-

holomorphic, while S — 1 implies that H'x are holomorphic

functions. It has been shown that they satisfy the hyper*

geometric equation. We write H l f 2 *
 Hl,2 * t }/ which obeys

(Vtuc^-z^JlvU -«-i o
(3.14)

In order to have regular solutions, it has been ta-

ken in ref. (41 C. * J— or K=l in the Kac-Moody alge-

bra.

In the general case however, the solution is the
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hypergeometric function. In complex variables we have:

(3.15)

where

and

\ 2C / 3 -

*"1 W * F f ÜÜ Nit^JL*) „.„„,

(3.17d)

where A« N-yÍN(»uO , ^ « N ^ l t and F is the hyper-

geometric function:
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(3.17e)

We use also

P /

N
Í3.18)

We may compare the results with those of ref[5] and verify

their equality for[5] ' l 6 ] ' tl3l j.W.j: 1: ̂  ^f. :

We turn back to the discussion of compactification, requi-

ring the theory to be invariant under

i,

t

(3.19a)
R

rcc
(3.19b)

which is a superselection rule about the correlation func-

tions to be taken for the theory, implying that in general

we have to deal wi-h correlators involving products of o-

perators at equal points. For the spin */Z case, ^ »1. In

the free field case, &?O , ct* zffl , and the abelian

discussion holds.

In the general case, to define modular invariant

products we have to deal with correlators involving
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$•*} iij)-w«WJt where t is chosen in order to provide

a finite result. As an example we take (3.15)

We define the limit C and €* çoing to zero, where

]. + £>

with x in (3.16) being now.

*: ML.

In that case we obtain

Substituing

(see(3.17e)) we are left with;

(3.20a)

(3.20b)

21)

ituing F|--L.»-t-, 1+-Ü » * ) by J-
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(3.22)

Notice that the first contribution is trivial and

we define the two point function for the normal product of

two

'?A<• ( V f % N (r*f*J«p>. w r'

<3.23)

This is zero for K » l . in such a case we have to de-

fine .

(3.24)

Notice the analogy of the short distance behavior

between this last formula and the expectation value of two
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free current operators.

Further normal products nay be defined analogously.
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4. Conclusions

He reviewed several facts about abelian bosonization,

revritting them in a language familiar to conformai field

theory, and fennionized the bcsonic string, obtaining a

Thirring model. This model is soluble, and describes a fer-

mion with an arbitrary spin %/Z The case 3 «1 was dis-

cussed throughly in ref. [3], and we showed that the extension

to general(rational) % is straightforward. The only dif-

ference being the type of G.S.O. projection*15J used to

obtain a modular invariant result. The extension of the re-

sults to the non abelian case can also be done, once we have

the solution for the G-invariant Thirring model. This is

well known for G»SU(n) . The resulting correlation

functions have been computed (in case of 2 and 4 point func-

tions) and the result agrees with those of ref.[5], which

deals with the chiral model plus L W.Z.W. tern» as far as

the usual identification fy- /v j£*: ̂ *%, ; is made.

An important point is the discussion of the compac-

tif ication and the type of boundary condition obeyed by r •

In[3] it has been shown that left and right movers have va-

cua described by charges Qi and Q.%. , induced from twist-

ed boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are important

issues for the discussions of orbifolds, but it is clear that

bosonization/fermionization formulae should be useful in

that case as well^16^. Twisted boundary conditions for the

oosonic case was discussed in [17]. In that case,constraints
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defining a sigma model on a symmetric space were modified

in such a way that twisted boundary conditions showed up

quite naturally. The relations between these different types

of boundary conditions and the construction of the equiv-

alent fermionic model is an open and interesting question.
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